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VITA GOLD skin gel

Next Generation Therapeutic Cosmetic

Healthy & Beautiful Skin

VITA GOLD skin gel
Effective Against Skin Conditions

New

Active Oxygen
Colloidal Gold
Hyaluronic Acid
Aloe Vera

VitaGold skin gel helps with:

Suitable for
all skin types

Impure and acne skin
Sensitive and sore skin
Vita Gold skin gel improves skin quality:

Innovative formula of Vita Gold skin gel is based
on a complementary effect of active oxygen and
colloidal gold. It provides oxygenation for the skin
cells and activate their regeneration, relieving the
symptoms of undesirable skin conditions.

Promotes faster skin restoration
Slows down skin aging
Acts as a mild antiseptic.
Returns the healthy and fresh look.
Regenerates

Rough and dry skin
Faster skin restoration
Vita Gold Skin Gel makes a protective barrier on
skin, relieving the symptoms of various skin deseas:
Dermatitis, Rosacea, Psoriasis, Wounds, Eczema,
Herpes, Acne, Warts and targets their main cause –
a lack of oxygen.

Complementary Effect of Special Compounds

How does it work?

By creating a protective barrier on the skin and
alleviating, preventing various skin problems and
undesirable skin conditions, Vita Gold skin gel
contributes to the healthy and beautiful skin.

Active Oxygen is a natural substance, vital to our
body, which enters the cells and activates their oxygenation and regeneration from within.
Colloidal gold helps, with its anti-aging and antioxidant effect, restores normal properties of the skin,
strengthening weakened and damaged skin.
Hyaluronic acid is a natural component of the skin
with extremely high water-binding capacity.
Aloe Vera transfers active substances and in this way
increases skin hydration and regeneration.

Process of oxygenation is a mechanism of supplying
the skin with oxygen in its active form. Upon contact
with the skin surface, active oxygen is released in form
of numerous tiny bubbles, which acts positively on skin
condition. This contact triggers the chemical reaction
between active oxygen compounds and metal ions in
pathogen’s membrane. This releases oxygen in form
of oxygen singlet and water, this active form of
oxygen then passes into human cells and activates
oxygenation process within mitochondria along with
the creation of ATP energy.
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The ultimate oxygenation of the skin
Vita Gold skin gel, with its active compounds
fasten skin restoration, slows down skin aging,
returns healthy & fresh look of the skin.
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For Healthy Skin Look

Effective against skin conditions

Before and after VitaGold Skin Gel

HERPES LABIALIS

Before and after VitaGold Skin Gel

PSORIASIS

Inovation

VITA GOLD
new

ACNE

WARTS

DERMATITIS

INFLAMED WOUNDS

PIGMENTED SKIN

ECZEMA
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